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SUMMARY

An investigation has been made to obtain foroe-test
data on a wing design shitable for high-speed guided
missiles, particularly data on rolling moments produced
in yawed and aitched attitudes. Force tests were con-
duoted on two models of a wing design of low aspect
ratio and 20° triangular ~lan form, One model consisted
of four wings spaced 90° and the other consisted of six
wings spaced 690.

Results of the tests showed that apnrectable rolling
moments existed for both the four- and six-unit wing
designs in yawed and Ditched attitudes but that the
rolling moments of the six-unit design were cons.lderably
smaller than those of the four-unit design. The values
of these moments, whioh beoame larger as the angles of
attack am yaw were Increased, were attributed to partial
blanketing of one or more wings by the other wings,
Fairly large control deflections were required to trim
out the rolllng moments produced in the olimbi.ng-turn
attitudes.

INTRODUCTION

The analysis presented in referenoe 1 indloates
, that oompressibillty effects are delayed by the use of

low-aspect-ratio wings of tti”angularplan form. In oon-
neotion with the design of suoh a wing arrangement

“suitable for use on high-speed guided missiles, the
rolllng-moment characterl.stiesin yawed and pitched
attitudes have been determined.
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Force tests
flight tunnel on
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were .conduoted.intie Qmgley free-
two models of the design. One model

consisted of four wl~s “smcW”90° and tie other con-
sisted of six wings,identical to .tboseof the first
model,spaced 60~. Tests wer9”made for a rmge of
aqjle of attack fr?n C0 to 20°.with the models.set at
an angle CJ$yaw of 0° but rotated in roll abmt the body
axes by 10 I.neremeiltsfrom one symvetrlcal condition to
the next. Thus, the first model was rotated through
90° and the second was rotatqd through:60c. In this
manner,conditions of sideslip and angle of attaok that
would be attained in clinbing turns were simulated.
Particular attention was given to any evldenoe of rolllng
moments in these attftudes.

SYMBOLS

CL ()Lift .ltft coefficient ~

CD drag coefficient ()
D:;&

lateral-force coefficient
(.
Lateral force

q~ )

cm pitching-moment coe”fflcient (
Pit~hlng

)
moment

qbs

Cn Twing-moment coefficient (
Yawing mome;t

qbs )

cl rolling-moment coefficient (
~olling ~~~ent

‘“qb~ )

q P@dynamic aressure \z

P“ alr density, slugs ner oubto foot

v alrs~eed, feet per second

s wing area, square feet (2.82)
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““&gle”of’.~tta~k,.degrg&s ,: “‘ “ “ ~

angle of sideslip,.degrees “m
..-

.angle.of roll, degrees “ “ “ ,
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angle of yaw, degreee
. ,.:,“ ...

right-aileron deflection, degrees .,

elevator .defleotion .
. .

rudder deflection” -‘.
.

. .
APPARATUS AND ?RIDELS .

..
.

The force tests were made in the Lan&ley fr6e-
flight tunnel with the models mounted on the six-
comuanent balance described in reference 2. The models
used In the lnvestigatl.onwere of triangular plan form
with an included angle of 20° and an aspect ratio of
about 0.7. The models were made of spruce with eaoh
unit of constant thickness except for the leading edge,
which was shaped to an elliptical section. Drawings of
the four- and slx-unit wing models are presented as
figure 1. .Photographs of the models ehoting the brackets
used to mount the models on the balanoe ‘strutare shown
as figures 2 and 30 These breckets were used to minimize
the interference effects of the strut.

..
For a few tests the four-unit ting model was modified

by the installation of a control surface at the trailing
edge of one wing. TMs modlflcati.onwas acoompliahed by

installing a 2~-inoh+md fla~. (See“fig. 1.)

\
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TESTS” “. “
1 :..

All force tests were made at a dynamic ~ressure of
~..lpomds per square foot,which corresponds to an air-
speed of about hClmiles per hour and to a test Reynolds
number of 510,000 based on an averageckordaf 2 feet.
Tests were made over a range of angle of attask from 0°
to 20° with the models rotated by 10° Increments from 5°
to gOo for th9 four-umlt wing model arilfrom 2“ to 600
for the six-unit wiil.g.mod.el.

All coefficients are based on a wing srea of I.
2.62 square feet and a wing span of 1.41 feet and are ..
referred to the stability axes (which are identical titln
the wind s.xesIn the present case because all tests wer~
made at an angle of yaw of 05) originating 2.67 feet
from the a.~ex. The stability axes are a system of axes
In which the ?-axis is in the mlane of’symmetry, perpen-
dicular to the relative wind ~.!nddirected ~ownward; the
X-axis is in the plane of sym%etry, perpendicular to
the Z-axis and dtrected forward; and tke Y-axis is perpen-
dicular to the Plane of syvnetry and directed to the
right. A sketcfiof’the stability axes is presanted as
figure 4. Arrows Indicate the positive direction of
moments, forces, and control-surface deflast!nnsa

.. .
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

. . . Application of Pesults

@e angles of attack and sideslip stmul~ted by each
test condition can be determln9d from the test data by
using the following relationships:

‘simulated = a cos $ (1)

(2)”
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D.., Mvldi~ equation (~) by equation (ml)gives... ... . ,.,.r ..

Simll.arly,the lift arxllateral-force coefficients pro-
duoed by the angles of attack and sideslip stmulhted
in eaoh test condition can be obtained from the lift-
coefficient test datk ~ using the followin~ relation-
ships:

cLsilP121ated= CL Cos $
.

. .

‘ys~mulat~d= CL ‘in $

Any lateral-farce coefficients measured in the foroe
tests (for which ~ = 0°) are evidence of additional .
lift and lateral force that are probably caused by
gartial blanketing of one or two of the wings by the
other wings. These additional lift and lateral-force
coefficients can be obtained from the lateral-force
data by using the following relationships:

ACL = Cysln $
simulated

. . .. .

‘cy~tmulated
= Cyios”$ “
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.Four-tlhitWIW Des@n

The force-test data for the four-unit wing design
are presented in figure 5 and crossplots of these data
against angle of roll are presented in figure 6. The
values of Cys c~s and cl pre#entdd In these figures
are incremental values taken between an angle of roll
of 0° and each succeeding angle of roll. The results In
figure 5 show that the slope of the pitching-mcment curve
increased with increasing angle of attack. At the same
tire-e,however, the lift-curve slope increased so that
the aerodynamic center dtd not move ap~reclably with
increasing angle of attack. ‘I!heIncrease in lift-curve
slope with increasing angle of attack Is in.agreement
with results of tests of low-aspect-ratio wings presented
in reference 3.

The data ~f fi ures 5 ~d 6 show that for ~ngles of
attack of 5° and U2F no 9nrracisble vwr:s.~irnoccurred in
lift, drag, or pitching-moment coefficients with andle
of roll. For &nglee of attack of 20°, however, the coef-
ficients did vary with angle of roll and were lowest at
angles of roll of about ~.OOor 50° - that is, wjnenthe
simulated an~les of attack and sideslip were about the
same magi:itude.

The results in figures 5 and 6 also show that
agpreclable rolling moments, yawing moments, uti lateral
force were measured in the force ”tests and v~ried fith
angle of roll and angle of attack, These f~rces and
moments are shown in figure 6 to be dpproxlmately ze~o
at the symmetrical conditions of”anples of roll of O ,
45°, and ~~”. At intermediate an.qlesof roll, however,
forces and moments were produced that reached a mxlmum
at angles of roll of about 20° and 65° and that increased
with angle of ettack. Since the forces and mc)m.entsare
smallest for the symmetrical conditiofis~the vsriation
of forces and moments is attributed to nartid blanketing
of one or more wings by the other wings as the model
simulated various angles of yaw and nitch.

The data sh~?.’that in a simlated straight pull-up,
a flat turn, or a climblng turn represented by the con-
dition in which the angle of roll is ~;5°, no lateral
force was introduced. For any of the iritemediate
conditions, however, a lateral force was pro~uced that
would cause the missile to deviate from its path, and
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D..,
addiKonal control would therefore be required to maintain
&h”b’”tisiFadpath---In ~a-similar manner, .t,he..r~l~ing,:
moments produced in the various ollmbing-turn attitudes
must be balanoed by the use of al.laroncontrol, “

‘l’heresults of tests made to determine the effeotlve-
ness of a oontrol surface InstalZed on one vilngof the
four-unit design are presented in figure 7. These data

“ show that a small control deflection (less.than 10°) in
the zero-roll condition produoed a larger rolllng moment
at hi@ angles of attaok than at low angles of attacks
‘l!horeqults of tests made to determine the effect of
blanketing on the control effectiveness are also pre-
sented.In figure 7 and show a slight decrease in the
rolling moment produced by control deflection when the
control ‘.vason the downwl.ndside.

Six-Unit Ying Lesign .

The rssults of the force tests of the six-unit wing
design are presented in figure 6 and orossplots of the
data against angle of roll are presented In f!gure 9.
The lateral data are also incremental values as in the
case of the four-unit wing des~gn~ The results in fig-
ure ~ show that the nftchlng-moment curve of the six-unit
design had characteristics similar to those of the
ni.tching-~ment curve for the four-unit destgn. ~gure 8
also shows that the lift curve remained ”approximately
stralfihtthroughout the angle-of-attaok renge. At low
am~les of attaok the lift-curve slope for the six-unit.
des~gn is about 50 percent greater than that for the
four-unit destgn beoause the six-unit design has 50 per-
cent more e.ffeotivelifting-surface area. At the higher
angles of attack, however, this increase in lift was not
realized, probably because of additional Interference
effects. The data of flguree 5 and 9 show very llttle
variation of the lift, drag, end pitching-moment coef-
~l~i;;~~ with angle of roll for angles of attack of 5°

For an angle of attaok of 20°, however, the
lift and pitching-moment coefficients varied considerably
and were lowest at angles of roll of 0° and 60°, whereas
the drag ooefficlent remained nearly omstant. These~
variations &re attributed to interference efi’ects,asin
the ease of the four-tit design.
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‘ !l?heresults.presented ~n figures 8 Rti .9“&ow the “
same general variation of rolling-moment; yawing-moment,
and lateral-force coefficients for.the six-unit design
i-nthe simulated oli.mbing-turnconditions as for the fow-
unit design, although the variation was not so systenwtio
and the maximum values of the forces.snd.momeatswere not
so large as those of the four-unit design. Although
aileron and rudder.control would be needed to trim out
the forces and moments for the six-unit design, the def”leo-
tlons required would be considerably less than for the
four-unit des!gn.

.,

CONCLUDING..SEKJHS

Stabilltv and control force tests of four- and six-
unit wing des~gns of low aspeot ratio and 20° triangular
plan form have been made in the Lmgley free-flight
tunnel. From the results of the tests,ap~reciable rolling
moments were foumi to exist for both the four- and slx-
unit win~ designs”Sn yawed m.d pitched attitudes but
the rolling moments of the six-unit design were consider-
ably smaller than those of the four-unitdesign. The .
values of the unsymmetrical forceq and moments, wb?ch
became larger as the angles of attsck snd yaw were increased,
were attributed to ~artial blanketing of one or more wings
by the other wings. Fairly large control deflections
were required to trim out the rolling moments produced
in the climbing-turn attitudes.

L~gley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory
National Advisory.Cowmlttee for Aeronmatics

Langley Field, Va. .

.. .
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(a) 4 = OO.

Figure 2.- Model of four-unit wing design of low aspect
ratio and triangular plan form for guided missiles
tested in the Langley free-flight tunnel.
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(b] @ = 40°.

Figure 2.- Concluded.
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(a) @ = OO.

Figure 3.- Model of six-unit wing design of low aspect
ratio and triangular plan form for guided missiles
tested in the Langley free-flight tunnel.
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(b) @ = 30°.

Figure 3.- Concluded.
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Fig. 5b NACA ACR No. L6Dl?a
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Fig. 8a NACA ACR No. L6D17a
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Fig. 8b NACA ACR No. L6D17a
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